48. Respiratory Failure

Acute x chronic
Chronic respiratory failure
= long lasting impairment of respiratory functions
= combination of disease + compensatory mechanisms
blood gases - mildly abnormal at rest,
                        but markedly abnormal during exertion
Acute respiratory failure
Arterial blood gases definition:
pO2 of 50 - 60 mmHg or less
with or without pCO2 of 50 mmHg or more
Causes:
1) extrinsic - normal lung, but ↓ minute ventilation
- depression of respiratory centre
- neuromuscular diseases (myasthenia gravis, multiple sclerosis)
- chest disorders + injuries
2) intrinsic 
	 COPD - acute-on-chronic failure 

 massive pulmonary oedema
 extensive pneumonia
 ARDS
Classification of respiratory failure
1) Hypoxemic respiratory failure = Hypoxemia + normo/hypocapnia
2) Ventilatory (hypercapnic) failure = Hypercapnia + hypoxemia

Partial (hypoxemic) respiratory failure
1) low ventilation (V), normal perfusion (Q) (= low V/Q), alveolo-capillary restriction
	 pneumonia

 atelectasis
 pulmonary edema
 ARDS (earlier phase)

low V/Q  ↓ PaO2 and↑ PaCO2  in blood from affected regions
          hyperventilation in remaining alveoli
         – sufficient for CO2 elimination but not for adequate O2 income (Hb saturation limit) 
          hypoxia + normocapnia 

2) venous-to-arterial (or right-to-left) blood shunting
 alveoli collapsed or filled with exudate - pneumonia, edema
  severe hypoxemia, but CO2 might be normal (comp. hyperventilation) 
		or even decreased  hypocapnia, respiratory alkalosis
3) normal V +  Q (high V/Q)
-   acute decrease of  heart output
	 acute decrease of pulmonary blood flow -  pulmonary embolisation 

    (very massive = ”dead space” diseases – no perfusion) 
4)  ”dead space” diseases - normal V, but no Q
- acute pulmonary immobilization
5) thickening of alveolo-capillary membrane
- interstitial pneumonia
 
Global (hypercapnic) respiratory failure
= characterized by hypoxemia + hypercapnia

1) Extrinsic causes = ”pure” hypoventilation e.g. chest injury, respiratory center depression
2) very severe respiratory disease
	 obstruction d 

 restriction d. – massive pneumonia, ARDS    
3) very massive pulmonary embolisation (= ”dead space” diseases – no perfusion) 

Clinical symptoms of respiratory failure
Combination of underlying cause + hypoxemia + event. hypercapnia

Hypoxia:
CNS – agitation, restlessness, headache, confusion
 tachycardia
 vasoconstriction in pulmonary vessel bed
 tissues - anaerobic metabolism – lactacidosis (with consequences to peripheral circulation)

Hypercapnia
always accompanies hypoxia  mixture of symptoms
Stimulation of respiratory center up to level of 70 mmHg
	further ↑  respiratory center depression
    	adaptation to hypercapnia (central chemoreceptors adapt to long-termed hypercapnia)
	Depression of CNS - confusion to coma, severe condition = ”CO2 narcosis”

Respiratory acidosis (contributes to generalized edema formation – possibility of brain edema with intracranial hypertension!!! – see below)
Severe hypercapnia - systematic vasodilation - hypotension -  circulatory shock!!!





